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ABSTRACT
Sound patterns of vowel harmony reduce articulatory effort which facilitates speech production with
increased speech rate and accuracy. We argue
that back harmony patterns reduce articulatory effort compared to height harmony and non-harmony
patterns and harmony patterns formed from front
unrounded (FU) vowels reduce articulatory effort
compared to those of front rounded (FR)vowels.
We report on a series of priming experiments on
Turkish, Turkmen and Hindi. The stimuli consist
of items that are primed for back harmony (BH),
disharmony (DH) and height harmony (HH) sequences under two conditions; front rounded vowel
(FR) and front unrounded vowel (FU). The vowels /i/,/e/,/y/,/ø/,/u/,/o/ and consonants /p/,/t/,/k/ form
segments used in the stimuli. Results of the LME
test report that harmony patterns of FU condition
increase speech rate and accuracy compared to the
harmony patterns of FR condition; BH patterns increase speech rate compared to HH and DH patterns
of FU condition.
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1. ROLE OF GESTURAL COORDINATION
AND SPEECH FACILITATION
1.1. Motor facilitation and gestural economy of vowel
harmony

There exists a complex relationship between phonetics and phonology of vowel harmony. Phonological theories argue that harmony patterns are
formed from spreading vowel features across discrete segmental units within the word boundary;
[10],[8]. In phonetic accounts, V-to-V coarticulation is the precursor for the emergence of vowel
harmony; [25],[20],[23]. Unlike abstract features,
speech gestures provide fine-grained phonetic details of sound patterns;[11],[16],[22]. Harmonic pat-

terns are formed from economized speech gestures
to save articulatory effort required for speech production. Consequently, harmony patterns yield motor facilitation by way of increasing speaking rate
and accuracy; [19],[20],[6],[12].
We argue that motor facilitation can be witnessed only in certain vowel harmony patterns. In
theoretical accounts of phonology, labial, lingual
and ATR harmony patterns occur independently.
On the contrary, we propose that the occurrence
of labial harmony and lingual harmony are interdependent. Languages which participate in lingual harmony (front/back harmony) also participate
in labial harmony and vice verse. As the variations of the lip gesture causes changes in the tongue
body position, labial harmony alters the tongue body
position;[21],[14],[15].
Lingual harmony is formed from front/back
tongue body gestures which is known as back harmony (hereafter BH) and high/low tongue body gestures which is known as height harmony (hereafter
HH). The occurrence of lingual harmony is further
conditioned within each harmonic language. Languages which participate in BH do not participate in
HH. Consequently, languages in which BH patterns
yield motor facilitation, HH patterns do not do so
and vice verse;[20].
Labial harmony is formed of lip protrusion with
larger horizontal/vertical opening of lips and lip
compression with narrow vertical and horizontal
opening of lips. Due to high amount of muscular effort needed for lip protrusion, discussed in
[18],[21],[5], lip protrusion gesture needs longer articulatory duration, larger articulatory gesture and
more articulatory effort compared to lip compression gesture. As labial harmony and lingual harmony are inter-dependent, BH patterned with lip
compression harmony and lip spreading harmony
exhibits a tendency of motor facilitation compared
to BH patterned with lip protrusion harmony.
Languages with larger vowel inventories exhibit
a tendency of forming front rounded vowels with
lip protrusion and lip spreading gestures and back

rounded vowels with lip compression gesture. Harmony patterns formed from front unrounded (hereafter, FU) vowels and back rounded (hereafter, BR)
vowels yield motor facilitation compared to harmony patterns formed from front rounded (hereafter,FR) vowels.

[4], we expect the consonantal gestures of /p/ to decrease speech rate. In the following section, we discuss the experimental procedure. Analysis of results
of speech rates and error rates in Turkish, Turkmen
and Hindi are discussed in the section 3. A detailed
discussion on the experimental results is provided in
section 4.

1.2. Verifying motor planning and gestural economy
of vowel harmony in Turkish, Turkmen and
Hindi

2. EXPERIMENT

As discussed in section 1.1, we hypothesize that
back harmony languages, Turkish and Turkmen
". . . as discussed in [17],[26],[7]. . . ", yield higher
speaking rate and accuracy for vowel harmony patterns formed of FU vowels compared to those of FR
vowels. Further, BH patterns yield higher speaking rate and accuracy compared to HH patterns and
disharmony (hereafter DH) patterns within FU condition. As we predict that over all speech rates and
accuracy of FU vowel patterns to be higher than
those of FR vowel patterns, it is not necessary to
verify the facilitatory variations among BH, DH and
HH within FR condition. Hindi, a non-harmony language does not yield any facilitation. In this study,
we present results from a series of speech production experiments conducted with Turkish, Turkmen
and Hindi.
The stimuli are primed for vowel sequences of
back harmony (BH), disharmony (DH) and height
harmony (HH) under FU and FR vowel conditions.
One consonant at a time (/t/, /p/ and /k/) is included
in each phrase. The stimuli of BH, DH and HH sequences are formed from FR vowels as well as FU
vowels paired with BR vowels. We intend to examine whether FU sequences yield spatiotemporal facilitation with higher speech rate and accuracy compared to FR condition. We also compare the difference of speech rate and accuracy among BH, DH
and HH of FU condition. As we predict that stimuli of FR condition does not yield motor facilitation,
further, we do not inquire the differences of speech
rate and accuracy among harmony and consonantal
types.
We examine the phenomenon of motor facilitation
through measuring the speech rate and error rate of
the stimuli of each harmony type in harmony languages Turkish and Turkmen (speech rate→ BH≥
DH >HH), (error rate→ BH≤ DH <HH) and Hindi
(speech rate → FU>FR)(error rate→ FU≤ FR).
Since the coronal is known to participate in palatalization in Turkish and Turkmen, consonantal influences are measured for speech rates(speech rates→
t>p>k) but not error rates. Due to the long standing
labial gesture in C-V Turkish patterns discussed in

The stimuli of the experiment are primed under the
front rounded vowel condition (FR) with pairs of
front rounded vowels /y/, /ø/ and front unrounded
vowel condition (FU) with pairs of front unrounded
vowels /i/, /e/ and with a pair of common back
rounded vowels /u/ and /o/. These vowels are paired
to form the back harmony (BH), disharmony (DH)
and height harmony (HH) vowel pairs which are
represented in Table 1. Disyllabic nonce words of
the syllable structure ‘CVCV’ e.g.,‘pipe’,‘popu’ are
used for each vowel pair for each harmony type and
the consonants/p/, /t/, /k/ being fixed in the onset
positions. Words of each harmony type are paired
to form the carrier phrase of the kind ‘CVCV la
CVCV’ e.g.:‘pipe la popu’ as shown in Table 1. The
stimuli comprise of 108 FU and 108 FR phrases.
Five male and five female native Turkish and
Turkmen speakers and four male and three female
native Hindi speakers (between the age group of 21
to 30 years) participated in the speech production
experiment at the EFL University, Hyderabad, India. Each text phrase of the stimuli is presented
for a span of 5 seconds on a laptop screen using a
MATLAB mathwork tool, [1] that provided a start
alert beep before the phrase appeared and a stop
alert beep when the phrase disappeared after 5 seconds. Speakers were instructed to utter each phrase
as quickly as possible, as accurately as possible, and
as many times as possible. The initial five tokens
were meant for training and the randomized experimental tokens were presented afterwards. A keyboard interface was provided for transition between
tokens with a text command ‘PRESS ENTER’. A
Zoom H4n Linear PCM track recorder connected
with AKG 420 head worn condenser microphone
was used to record the speech on track one and the
alert signals were recorded on track 2.
The experiment consists of two categorical variables; ‘harmony type’ (HT) and ‘consonantal type’
(CT) and two continuous variables ‘speech rate’
(SRt) and ‘error rate’ (ERt). ‘Number of syllables uttered’, ‘number of errors’ and ‘speaking duration’ are coded for each speaker and each token,
and extracted with an automatic pause detection al-

gorithm; [24]. Speech rates are measured as number
of syllables / speaking duration and error rates as
number of errors / number of syllables.

Figure 1: Random influences of speakers
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Table 1: Stimuli of FU & FR conditions
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than the speech rates of the FR condition in Turkish
and Turkmen. Further, the speech rates of the FU
condition are measured for harmony type and consonantal type influences but the speech rates of FR
condition are not measured.
The mean values of the speech rates are measured for the three harmony type variables of Turkish, Turkmen and Hindi under the FU condition reported in the Table 2. The mean speech rates of
harmony type variables rise in the order of BH>DH
>HH in Turkish and Turkmen as expected, but there
is no difference between the mean speech rates of
harmony types in Hindi.
Table 2: Measurements of FU condition

BH
DH
HH

Turkish
SRt%
ERt%
1.59
2.93
1.57
2.66
1.54
2.74

Turkmen
SRt%
ERt%
1.57
2.69
1.55
2.75
1.53
2.8

Hindi
SRt%
ERt%
1.6
2.4
1.6%
2.20
1.6%
2.23

The LME test conducted for Turkish speech rates
of FU condition reports that there is a significant difference between the speech rates of BH and HH (pvalue<0.05) but the speech rates of DH do not differ
from the rest. Speech rates of BH are higher than
the speech rates of HH. An LME test conducted for
consonantal influences on BH reports that there is
a significant difference between the means of consonantal type under BH condition which rise in the
order of /t/>/p/>/k/. In BH, the coronal consonant /t/
increases speech rates(p-value<0.05). The LME test
conducted for the mean speech rates of consonants
under the HH of Turkish reports that there is a significant difference between the mean speech rates of /k/
and /t/ in which the mean speech rate of /t/ is higher
than the mean speech rate of /k/(p-value<0.05).
The LME test conducted for Turkmen speech
rates under FU condition shows that the difference
between mean speech rates of BH and HH is significant (p-value<0.05) and there is no difference
between the means of BH and DH (p-value>0.05);

speech rates of BH are higher than the speech rates
of HH. The LME test conducted for the consonantal influences on speech rates under BH reports
that there is a significant difference between /k/ and
/t/ (p-value<0.05) but results of consonant /p/ are
not significantly different from /k/ (p-value>0.05).
In BH of Turkmen, consonant /t/ increases speech
rates. The LME test conducted for consonantal influences on the speech rates of HH report that there
is no significant difference between mean speech
rates(p-value>0.05). Altogether, BH yields higher
speech rates than HH and consonant /t/ increases
speech rates in BH only in Turkmen but not in Turkish. The LME test conducted for Hindi speech rates
reports that there is no significant difference between mean speech rates of BH, DH and HH (pvalue>0.05).
Figure 2: Speech rates-Turkish,Turkmen & Hindi
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3.2. Error rates

Mean error rates of the two conditions rise in the
order of FU (2.77) <FR (3.5) in Turkish and FU
(2.6)<FR (3.6) in Turkmen similar to the expected
order as discussed in section 1. An LME test is conducted to ascertain the difference of error rates between FU condition and FR condition. The LME
test reports that there is a significant difference between the mean error rates of both the conditions (pvalue<0.05) in which case the FU condition yields
less error rates than the error rates of the FR condition in Turkish and Turkmen.
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4. DISCUSSION
According to the results presented in section 3.1, in
languages like Turkish and Turkmen, back harmony
patterns yield motor facilitation compared to height
harmony and non-harmony patterns by way of increasing speech rate but not certainly accuracy. In
these languages, harmony patterns articulated with
front unrounded vowels reduce the muscular effort
compared to harmony patterns articulated with front
rounded vowels by way of increasing speech rate
and accuracy. Coronal consonants tend to increase
speech rate and labial consonants tend to reduce the
speech rate in both Turkish and Turkmen. There is
no motor facilitation noticed in Hindi as it does not
participate in vowel harmony. We argue that vowel
harmony patterns yield temporal facilitation but it
is conditioned by the coordination between labial
and lingual gestures during the formation of V-toV, C-V and V-C gestures. We argue that it is difficult to represent the factors of reduced articulatory
effort which alters speaking rate and the quality of
speech sounds to some extent in an acoustic speech
signal. Further we intend to develop mathematical
models accountable for modelling acoustic speech
signals and bio-signals as well with a view to facilitating systems of speech recognition, speech to
speech conversion and machine learning.
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Figure 3: error rates-Turkish, Turkmen & Hindi
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